Cinematographer Post-production Journal

NAME __________________ PERIOD 1 2 3 4 5 6

☐ Title blog post: FILM NAME Cinematographer Post-production Journal
☐ Use Section Headings in blog post

Summary
☐ Describe your involvement in post-production process ___

Evidence of Further Contribution
☐ Include evidence of continued contribution with director ___
☐ Include evidence of continued contribution with editor ___
☐ Include some of the following:
☐ Advice to the director and/or editor ___
☐ Scheduling re-shoots as a result of the editing process ___
☐ Other contributions ___

How I Could Have Improved The Film
☐ Include examples of suggested cinematography changes ___
☐ Include other recommended changes to the film ___

Do not blame others or equipment

What I Learned
☐ Explain what you learned ___

☐ Use proper grammar; (i.e. ‘I’, complete sentences) ___

10 POINTS TOTAL ___

REVIEW’S NAME __________________________
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